
1. Longitudinal subdivision

2. Vibration

3. Programmatic voids

4. Street in the air

Shipyard of Huelva

5. Concept development

6. Mobility flow

Strategies

How does the voids work?

Where is the building? How is it organized?

3D program connection
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 A  Interactive learning

 B  ON&OFF

 C  Forum

 D  FabLab

ON&OFF
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Dimensions in meters

Program combinations

All-in-one plan 

Scale 1/600
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ETFE volumes

Marsh viewpoint

Site dimensions: 60x160m

Programmatic void

Mobility device

Spatialized structure

Street becomes a plaza 
from where people can 
observe the environment.

Outdoor cross spaces 
system that activate specific 
areas of the building.

Element which makes 
structural modules work 
together as one.

Hanging piece that orga- 
nice the different flows both 
public and private.

Translucent volumes that 
protect the workspaces with 
passive strategies.

MASS and VOID combined generate 
rythm along the building.

The ubiquity and hyperconnectivity offered by technology has 
made it possible to further increase the value of information 
exchange. In a society where technology advances towards the 
dissolution of barriers related to communication, work floods the 
totality of our time, intruding on our daily reality. Our subjectivity 
as individuals is exposed to this work dynamic.

The conceptual reflection that sustains the proposal deepens the 
necessary feedback between the city and the work space so that 
the innovation and creativity that these places crave are im- 
pregnated by the desires and ambitions of a society that actively 
participates in the conception of his future.

Learning and feedback are key moments in the creative process. 
While companies today focus on training their employees from 
their own offices, the project proposes to include the educational 
process in a more open way, being able to generate spaces for the 
exchange of impressions.The company learns from the city, and 
the city does it from the company.

Workspace, thanks to ubiquity of technology, has 
invaded our homes and cities. Should not the same 
thing happen the other way around?

The empty stripes connect the different 
programs of the building allowing 
them work independtly from the rest 
of the complex if necessary.
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MASS - Section A-A’

VOID - Section B-B’

We are all connected

There are 2 kind of sections:
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Step by step Structural system Tectonics

How is it built?

How is it hanging?
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Scale 1/300

Hanged platform

 Inverted Warren beam

 Module Constructive solutions

Hanged ramp

Steel exoskeleton

20 meters span solution, 
allowing ventilation con- 
duits go through it.

The ramp will be hung on 
one side and connected to 
the slab in the other.

Structure goes to the bor- 
der of the volumen, beco- 
ming the facade too.

Given the possible deformations of the structure, the constructive solutions 
had to be sufficiently flexible, that is why for both the facade and for inte- rior 
partitions, metallic materials, wood and elastic materials have been used.

ETFE, mixed prefab slab (acoustic confort) or galvanized steel ventilated 
facade are some of those selected solutions for the building.

Braces attached to the 
main structure support the 
slab with less steel. (tensile 
stresses)

The ramp floats over the street that goes across 
the building. Each module is able to support it 
own stresses but also the ones due to the 
mobility device. One side is connected to the 
structure directly and the other one hang from 
the warren trusses above.

 | - - | |

Construcción de fachada de chapa perforada

 

Espacios para la creatividad y el aprendizaje

1. Vertical trusses

2. Structural walls

3. Cantilever volume

4. Main skeleton

5. Warren beams - Big spans

6. Final model

Longitudinal section

Structural section


